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Are China and Russia Axis or Partners? Fu Hng l

Grounded in an analysis of the unique advantages of China-Russia relations，the paper

argues that tlle two countries have established a high level of political trust and will

continue to work in concert on a11 fronts．It also looks back at how China entered into

alliances throughout its history and the 1essons it has learned from也ose experiences．It

emphasizes that China does not deem the establishment ofexclusive alliances or political

blocs as aforeign policy option．

China．US Relations

A Review and Reflection Oil the Epoch-Making Transformation of China-US Relations

Wang Zaibang 31

The China-US relations have experienced four rounds of transformation since the 1 970s．

The recent transformation is of epoch—making significance．President Xi Jinping’S state

visit to the US constitutes an important node of the transformation．The time of this

transformation is relatively longer,and has been accompanied with frequent intensive and

risky games．China should step up efforts to build confidence and reduce differences with

the US to better control all possible crises and expand mutual cooperation．China should

also strengthen its game consciousness and pay attention to the use of wisdom and skills．

The‘Freedom of Navigation’Issue in Sino-US Relations Lf Yan

The‘Freedom ofNavigation’issue has been volatile and often influenced by Sino-US relations

in recent years．11liS problem was rooted in different interpretation oftheUNCLOS bv China

and the US．It has also reflected their different national Interests and maritime stra：te#es．111is

issue has caused frequent frictions between the two sides and may lead to their future contest

for sea power．At the same time，it also urges the both sides to set up new mechanism for

confidence building that may help them to manage it i11 amore rational way．

International Security and Polities

Analysis of the EU’S Security-Development NexusAid Pofiey in Africa and Agenda 2063

Liu Qing]ian＆Zhao Yating

With the security situation in Africa looking pessimistic since the beginning of the 21 st
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century,the EU has adjusted its ODApolicy in Africa by linking it to security issues．The

EU has been carrying out a number of security-development aid projects and these have

seen some positive results．However,shortcomings have been identified．Even SO，it is of

historic significance that African nations are working more closely with the EU in the

areas of security and aid under the framework ofAgenda 2063．

Energy Poverty and UN Development Goals Wang Zhuoyu 73

The importance of energy has been rooted in every aspect of human life．If we have no

access to electricity and depend on traditional biomass fuels to meet household energy

demands，it will mean we cannot enjoy the modem energy service．With the deepening

international understanding of the issue，many countries have been promoting the

practice of eliminating energy poverty,and the‘'universal access to affordable，clean and

sustainable energy”has become one of the post 20 1 5 UN development goals．

China’S Foreign Policy

Changes in China’s Southeast-Asia PoHcy Luo Yongkun 87

In October 201 3，Chinese President Xi Jinping and Pi℃IIlier Li Keqiang visited five ASEAN

states．Theydepictedaclearblueprintforthe relationshipbetweenChinaandSoutheastAsiain

the coming decades．China will mole equally emphasize sovereignty,security and

development interests and pay equal attention to land and maritime issues．The paper tries to

summarize the features of China's Southeast Asian policy at present and the factors that

influence the relations in the future．

China’S Strategic Partnership Diplomacy Dai Weilai 101

One ofthe most distinctive features ofChina’S recent foreign policy strategy is partnership

diplomacy．It represents China’S new approach to gaining influence over the global

landscape．It is aimed at avoiding rivalry and conflict and reforming international relations

to amore stable and friendly state．It also indicates China’S intention to adopt a much more

flexible and practical foreign policy．China will build a network ofpartnerships across the

globe，forging anew kind of diplomacy with Chinese characteristics．

On the Relationship betweenChina and the International Energy Agency Ma Yan 117

As Chma needs to play a more active role in global energy govemance，it must create a

diversified，multi—level system to enhance energy security and to alleviate environmental

pressures．A China-IEA bilateral relationship exists under an Association Initiative，but a

stronger bond is needed．Though it is not an IEA member,China’S massive energy needs

makes it sensible that the two sides overcome existing obstacles that include OECD

membership，statistical information issues and energy autonomy．In this regard an

‘‘IEA+China”might be a feasible model．
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